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TASK 3. IMAGINE THAT WHILE TRAVELLING DURING YOUR 
HOLIDAYS YOU TOOK SOME PHOTOS. CHOOSE ONE PHOTO 
TO PRESENT TO YOUR FRIEND. 

     You will have to start speaking 
in 1.5 minutes and will speak 
for not more than 2 minutes. 
In your talk remember to 
speak about: 

     •when you took the photo 
     •what/who is in the photo 
     •what is happening 
     •why you took the photo 
     •why you decided to show 

the picture to your friend

� You have to talk continuously, 
starting with: 

     I’ve chosen photo number 
… .



� Вводная фраза.

� Ответ на вопрос, 
когда было сделано 
фото.

   
 I’ve chosen photo number 3 because 

it’s the best photo in my album.

  
  I took the picture last winter when my 

family was travelling in the North of 
Russia. The weather was fine. We 
enjoyed  frosty air and snow-white 
landscapes.



� Ответ на вопрос, 
кто/что изображено 
на картинке

� Ответ на вопрос, что 
происходит на 
картинке

    In the foreground of the picture you 
can see my mum and siblings, and 
behind them there is a huge snowman. 
In the right bottom corner you can see 
a man with a camera. He’s my dad. 
They all look united and happy.

    The day was fine. The sun was shining 
brightly and the snow started  melting. 
My family went for a walk and in an 
hour made a huge snowman. My dad 
was making a video of this amazing 
process.



� Ответ на вопрос, 
почему автор 
сделал это фото 

� Ответ на вопрос, 
почему автор 
решил показать 
это фото другу

� Заключительная 
фраза

    I’ve always had my camera with me, 
so I wanted to stop the time and 
memorialize both my happy family 
and their giant creation with a 
charming smile. Unfortunately, it 
melted soon but I’ve got this picture.

     I’ve decided to show this photo to 
you because I want you to look at my 
family. I’m sure that a family photo 
is a wonderful barrier breaker and 
people become closer starting talking 
about their nearest and dearest. 

    That’s all I wanted to tell you about 
the best photo in my album.



Thank you for your 
attention


